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ABSTRACT
This study intercompared lightning data from LDAR and LLP systems in order to
learn more about the spatial relationships between thunderstorm electrical
discharges aloft and lightning strikes to the surface. The ultimate goal of the
study is to provide information that can be used to improve the process of real-
time detection and warning of lightning by weather forecasters who issue
lightning advisories. The Lightning Detection and Ranging (LDAR) System pro-
vides data on electrical discharges from thunderstorms that includes cloud-ground
flashes as well as lightning aloft (within cloud, cloud-to-cloud, and sometimes
emanating from cloud to clear air outside or above cloud). The Lightning
Location and Protection (LLP) system detects primarily ground strikes from
lightning. Thunderstorms typically produce LDARsignals aloft prior to the first
d strlke, so that knowledge of preferred positions of ground strikes
groun " - ....... from a thunderstorm could all?w advance
tel tive to the LDAR aa_a pa_L, L ..... _tudi s described in the repor_
::t'_ate_ of enhanced grouna strike _nred=: -_iu_le1.tive to the LDAR aata
:_amine the position of LLP-detected grouna s_r_= .... potential
pattern from the thunderstorms- The report also describes other
approaches to the use of LDARdata in the detection and forecasting of lightning
ground strikes.
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SUMMARX
The Lightning Detection and Ranging (LDAR) system shows great capabilities in
detecting lightning within thunderstorms, and emanating from thunderstorms to
ground or to clear air outside or above the clouds. Real-time displays of LDAR
data -- monitored on a daily basis and compared to personal observations of
cloud, thunder, and lightning conditions in the vicinity of KSC -- often revealed
intriguing patterns of discharges. For example, in the late stages of
thunderstorm systems, many long quasi-horizontal discharges spanned tens of
alon arallel paths which appeared to follow the top ana Dottom of
kilometers . _gP -_. _,, ,_v_ ins'uhts into thunderstorm dynamics.
the anvll cloua layer. _=_ .... _ ...... i_
Thunderstorms typically produce LDAR signals aloft prior to the first ground
strike, so that knowledge of preferred positions oz ground strikes relative to
the LDAR data pattern from a thunderstorm could allow advance estimates of en-
hanced ground strike threat. The average lead time in this study was 5.26
minutes, only 19% of the storms showed a strike to ground within a minute of the
first LDAR detection of the storm. Two remote sensing methods of detecting
ground strikes were examined: the Lightning Location and Protection (LLP)
system, which detects primarily ground strikes from lightning, and LDAR, using
data points below 2.6 km.
Eighty-five percent of the LLP-detected ground strikes occurred within the
boundaries of the LDAR data cluster associated with the thunderstorms, and 98%
occurred within or less than 2 kmbeyond the storm LDARdata boundaries. Ground
e detected during 41% of the minutes while LDAR detected
strikes wet . cnter of the LDAR-
torms Ground strlkes tended to occur near the e ........ ___
thunders • - _ _,..... ; -_-rl _, two mllllon Lu_ u=_=
defined storm. Over 4000 LLP grounu s_r±_ =L,u **== z
points were used in the study, which involved cases from June and July, 1993.
The report also describes other potential approaches to the use of LDAR data in
the detection and forecasting of lightning ground strikes. These involved the
clustering of LDAR data into volumes encompassing the lightning activity of a
or intercomDarison, LDAR and LLP data were grouped together in
thunderstorm. F - _ ..... _ .... _otics and evolutions of these
-minute duratlon. Tn_ =n=_=_=_
samples of one .......... _-ed in relation to concurrent and subsequ?nt
-LDAR-def_nea s_orms we_ _=_,_: ....... TDAR storms were defined _n tnls
• es Three nunarea n_n=_-_*_ _ . • --ground str_k .. ............ _ ....a _r_nnd strikes at some time uurlng their
manner, or wnlcn _ _I _ ....... __-?_-__.._° mn_ than half of the grouna
• ast times more than xv ,._**_=_, ........ .
existence. At forec . . oundarles of the storm,
............. tside the Doundarles of the current LDARb ......... _^
s_rlKes o_u_ _ .......... 11 s alon _ the _lanKs o_ _,_=
indicating the development or new _nunuers_oLm u=_
xistin storms. On days when thunderstorms were quasi-stationary, some
_ce was shown for future ground strikes along the southeast flank of therefere
current LDAR pattern; when thunderstorms were moving, some preference was shown
for future ground strikes along the rear (west-southwest) flank.
The LDAR characteristics of storms during minutes with ground strikes were
compared to those without ground strikes. On average, when there were ground
strikes the storms had many more LDARevents, much larger volume containing LDAR
events, larger cross-sectional area containing LDAR events, a much larger
vertical depth of LDAR events, a much greater number of LDAR events per unit
volume, and a greater number of LDAR events per unit cross-sectional area.
storms that produced ground strikes typically had more LDAR events than those
which did not produce ground strikes, sixty-two percent of the storms without
ground strikes never had LDAR data rate greater than 50 data points per minute.
only 11% of the storms producing ground strikes had peak LDAR data generation
rate that low. By contrast, 81% of the storms with ground strikes had a period
of more than 150 LDAR data points per minute.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is located in one of the regions of the united
states (and even the world) that encounters the most lightning stikes to ground
per unit area (refs. 1,2,3). The possibility of lightning at the surface or
aloft is, of course, a hazard that must be avoided during launches, on a daily
basis, however, there are many operations at KSC which must be curtailed if there
is a threat of a lightning strike to ground in the vicinity. The accuracy and
timeliness of lightning advisories, therefore, has both safety and economic im-
plications. The ultimate goal of the research described in this report is to pro-
vide information that can be used to improve the process of real-time detection
and warning of lightning by weather forecasters who issue lightning advisories.
Prior to the development and implementation of remote sensing techniques for de-
tection of lightning during the 1970s, weather forecasters had little ability to
know in detail where lightning was occurring in regions beyond the range of eye-
sight. The locations of thunderstorms had to be estimated using radar -- based
upon crude correlations between the intensity of precipitation and cloud elec-
trification, or by recognizing characteristic shapes of thunderstorm clouds in
satellite imagery. National networks of lightning remote sensing systems now
exist (ref 4), that allow a direct knowledge of the location of lightning strikes
to ground with accuracy of a few kilometers. Two special, denser networks of re-
mote sensing equipment have been established to provide highly accurate infor-
mation concerning lightning in the vicinity of KSC: the Lightning Location and
Protection (LLP) system and t_ Lightning Detection and Ranging (LDAR! systemf
In addition, a Launch Pad Lig ning warning System (LPLWS) is operatea to uetec_
"nduced by thunderstorms or other atmospheric
electric fields at the surface i • IS detects
conditions, and a catenary wire Lightning instrumentatlon System (CWL )
electrical surges in wires at the launch pads when struck by lightning- Data
from the LLP and LDAR systems were used in this study.
The LLP system (ref 5) detects lightning ground strikes through use of a network
of magnetic direction finding antennae which sense electromagnetic disturbances
in a broad band of frequencies triggered by lightning, individual antennae de-
tect a particular ground strike at different azimuth angles, and the location of
the ground strike is essentially determined by finding the point of intersection
of lines drawn from the antennae toward the source of the disturbance. The LLP
system is approximately 90% efficient in detecting ground strikes near KSC, with
position accuracy of about I km.
The LDAR system was developed by carl Lennon and colleagues at KSC TE-CID-3 (ref
6). Its antennae detect lightning-induced disturbances at 66 MHz frequency.
This system uses a time of arrival (TOA) approach, and extremely accurate timing
through use of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The lightning-induced dis-
turbance, travelling at the speed of electromagnetic propagation, arrives at dif-
ferent antennae at slightly different times. The three-dimensional position of
the lightning source is determined by converting these time offsets into distance
differences, and then performing a triangulation. The LDAR system began real-
time operation in June, 1992.
The LDAR system can generate up to i0,000 data points per second, yielding nu-
merous data points per lightning flash. Tests of the position accuracy of the
LDAR data by Launa Maier have shown that within i0 km of the central antenna, 95%
of the data points are accurate to better than 200m, and 50% are accurate to bet-
ter than 100m. Figure i-i illustrates a sample plot of LDAR data during one min-
ute, projected to their positions at the surface.
Because the LDAR system can detect thunderstorm electrical discharges aloft, it
has the potential to allow anticipation and warning of imminent ground strikes.
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Figure i-I. Horizontal locations of the LDAR data points that occurred on the
map domain during the minute beginning at 1830 UTC on 22 June 1993 (Julian date
173), shown by dots. Circles and rectgangles represent KSC and u.s. Air Force
warning areas, solid lines cross at the LDAR central site, about 1 km north of
the KSC Headquarters Building. The map domain extends 52 kmwest and east of the
central site and 40 km north and south.
For that potential to be realized in the lightning detection and warning process,
however, additional knowledge must be acquired regarding the relationship between
lightning aloft and ground strikes. This project contributes to that effort.
This study examines spatial and temporal relationships between lightning aloft
detected by LDAR and ground strikes detected by the LLP and LDAR systems.
Several questions are addressed. (1) what is the lead time between the first de-
tection of LDARevents and ground strikes? (2) Are there preferred locations of
occurrence of ground strikes relative to the pattern of discharges detected by
LDAR? (3) Can future positions of ground strikes be anticipated through know-
ledge of the current LDAR event pattern? (4) Are there signatures in the LDAR
data that can be used to determine when the threat of ground strikes has ended?
(5) Are there signatures in the LDARdata that reveal which storms produce ground
strikes and which do not?
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II. GENERATION OF THE DATA BASE
2.1 LDAR DATA
• s of si nals received from the LDAR network antennae are used to
The time serle .. ._____ _ _n_ ate containing the x, y, anu z positions
generate a sequential __ _ _._. d
of each event and the time of occurrence. The horizontal locations are given as
distances east (positive x) or west and north (positive y) or south of the LDAR
central site (site 0). The original data, therefore, can be used to reconstruct
details of individual flashes. Data are stored in files one hour in duration.
For purposes of this study, where spatial patterns were the primary issue, the
original LDARdata were converted from a data sequence into a 4-dimensional array
format. Time was originally reported by day, hour, minute, second, and micro-
second, and position in meters and fractions of meters. Array data in this study
were accumulated in one-minute segments, and cubes ik m3 in volume. Time accumula-
tion was done by truncating the seconds and microseconds from the time, thereby
referencing all data to the start of the minute. Horizontal accumulation was
done by converting the original x, y, and z positions to integer kilometers-
Finally, LDAR data points more than 52 km from the LDAR central site in the east-
west direction or more than 40 km in the north-south direction were discarded.
This yielded a converted data base referred to hereafter as -LDAR cubes" or
-LDAR bins", containing the number 'of LDAR data points per minute within each
element of the array of LDAR I km 3 volumes. Like the original files, the LDAR
cube files contain data for one hour.
imenslons of -52:52 by -40:40 (km) were chosen (i) to
d" " o -_ _ _ ......... hiahlv accurate, yet (2) allowThe array horizontal
confine the study to a domain where _u_u= ........
a domain sufficiently large that moving storms could be followed for at least one
hour without moving out of the domain. The rectangular shape was chosen to match
creens The array vertical dimension was 0-20
the aspect ratio of computer s • -" • • _ z -osition to the nearest
• inte erlzlng _n_
(kin), with accumulatlon done by _ _-olution kept the size of the data base
ertlca_ L_
kilometer. The use of 1 Fun v ............ + _h= use of hlgher (-0.25 Fun)
reasonably small, but certain resul_s DelOw su_M= ...... t
vertical resolution would have been preferable.
Figure 2-1 shows the LDAR cubes emanating from the LDAR data of Fig. i-i. some
of the LDAR cubes overlap, suggesting the nucleus of an LDAR-defined storm
classification scheme, discussed in section 2.3.
2.2 LLP DATA
The original LLP data were recorded sequentially in time and by latitude and lon-
gitude. For use in this study the time was referenced to the start of the
minute, as with the LDAR data, and the horizontal position was converted to
distance in kilometers east-west and north-south of the LDARcentral site. LLP
positions were stored as real numbers. Additional information available in the
LLP data files, such as amplitude of the signal, number of return strokes per
ground strike, and polarity of the lightning event, were not used in this study.
original LLP files contained all ground strikes during the day. Processed LLP
data used in this study were output in hourly files to match the LDAR files.
2.3 LDAR--DEFINED STORMS
weather forecasters use satellite imagery and weather radar to detect and track
cloud and precipitation patterns, respectively. They are accustomed to identi-
fying the patterns of satellite and radar imagery associated with rain showers
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LDAR cubes _i _" _'_ _"
superimposed on
DAY 173, 22 JUNE 1993 _ ['-'l_
1830 UTC
V
Figure 2-1. LDAR cubes superimposed on LDAR data points used in LDAR storm
classification, as in Fig. 1-1, except only a portion of the domain is shown.
and thundershowers- Likewise, as can be seen from Fig. 2-1, the LDAR data points
are clustered into packets affiliated with thunderstorms. It seemed natural,
then, to cluster the LDARcube data into groups, yielding -LDAR-defined storms"
or "LDAR storms."
while humans can visually recognize patterns and clusterings of data readily,
rules must be specified before comparable results can be obtained by computer.
In the first pass of the computerized storm classification procedure, LDARcubes
from a particular minute are examined, contiguous groupings of LDAR cubes, or
near-contiguous groups within 3 km horizontal distance of each other, are
clustered together to form LDAR-defined storms. The storm classification scheme
proceeds by first finding the mean (x,y) position of all LDAR cubes during the
minute and clustering the LDARcubes nearest the domain mean into an LDAR storm.
The storm classification scheme then continues until all LDAR cubes within the
domain have been assigned a storm number. LDAR cubes separated by more than 3
km from an identified LDAR storm trigger the initiation of a new LDAR storm- For
example, the closest of the three LDAR cubes farthest north on Fig. 2-I is 4 km
from the cluster of LDAR cubes to the south, so that these three will be
classified as LDAR storm 2. All other LDAR cubes are within 3 km of a neighbor,
and are clustered to form LDAR storm i.
Figure 2-2 shows the result of the first pass of the LDAR storm classification
scheme, from a different case. This is for minute 1800 UTC of Julian day 188,
7 July 1993. Five LDAR storms have been identified in this pass.
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A secondpass in the storm classification procedure eliminates ..false storms" and
renumbers the remaining LDAR storms consistently within the hourly file. LDAR
storms were considered to be false storms if they had volume less than 4 km 3.
In terms of LDAR cubes, this means that at least four LDAR cubes had to contain
at least one LDAR data point during the minute. This lenient rule would not
discard a true lightning event, characterized by hundreds or thousands of LDAR
data points, but typically eliminates spurious points such as those generated by
electrically noisy automobiles, test signals at the central site, and the
occasional false LDAR point passed by the LDAR quality control procedures-
Figure 2-3 shows the result of the second pass of the LDAR storm classification
• _ _rh2j_ tbj_ _ discarded
• In this case, false LDAR storms 2 and 5 °[_L_ _ have been
scheme. • " ana _n_ _=_-_, ...._ ---
due to sub-threshold volume d_menslons,
renumbered.
Consistent LDARStormnumbering from minute to minute becomes complicated if LDAR
storm shape changes dramatically or when adjacent LDARStorms expand toward each
other and merge. The storm classification procedure keeps track of the hori-
zontal position of each storm by computing the centroid position. This is the
weighted-mean position of the LDAR cubes comprising the storm, where weighting
is done by the number of LDARevents in the cubes. The rule invoked in the storm
classification scheme is that a new storm identification number is initiated if
the centroid position of the storm being processed is more than 6 km from the
position of any storm during the preceeding minute, otherwise, the storm with
centroid position nearest to a storm in the preceeding minute is assigned its
identification number, should a large LDAR storm split into several LDAR storms
(separated, by definition, by more than 3 Km), Ln_ new storm nearest the original
storm centroid would take the parent storm number and the other storms resulting
from the split would obtain new storm identification numbers.
Consistent LDARstormnumbering is also complicated by the fact that in early and
late stages some LDARstorms flash intermittently- During individual minutes the
LDAR storm may disappear. The second pass of the storm classification procedure
keeps track of the previous positions and identification numbers of all LDARintermittent LDAR storms that ,.reappear"
storms during the past i0 minutes.
. • revious positions retain their original
within I0 minutes and. 6 km of_th_ storm was inactive for more than i0
ers In the unll_ely even_ _I__A _ _ew "dentification numme_-
numb - . _ _ _=_ ......... 1
minutes, but reappears, It woux_ w= =
, a two- ass procedure, LDAR-defined storms are numbered con-
In summary_ after . •P .... :-- _ hourlY file. Clusters of LDAR cubes are
sistently for each mlnute aUL±L*_ _ _
identified as new LDAR storms when they are separated by more than 3 km from
other LDAR cube clusters (storms) and when their centroid is separated by more
than 6 km from any previously identified LDAR storm. This can occur (i) when
d storms suddenly appear; (2) when an existing LDAR storm expands so dra-isolate . ' troid shifts by more than 6 km; (3) when
matically and asymmetrlcally that its cen
existing LDARstorms merge into a single, larger storm; (4) when an existing LDAR
storm splits into several smaller LDAR storms; (5) when a previous LDAR storm
that has been inactive for more than i0 minutes reappears. The percentage break-
down of these possibilities has not yet been studied, but it is believed that
(i), (2), and (3) dominate_rocedur e generated a new three-dimensional (x,y,t)
The storm classification " " -
array of data containing LDAR storm identlflcatlon n.u_ers. Thls array Iden
tifies during each minute the LDAR storm number associated with the nor_zon_a±
position x,y. If no LDAR cube in the column above point x,y contained any LDAR
events during the minute, the array value was set to zero.
In the intercomparison studies of section 3, LLF ground strikes were attributed
to the storm nearest to the LLP location- The nearest storm was identified by
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Figure 2-2. LDAR storm identification numbers resulting from the first pass
of the storm identification scheme, from 1800 UTC, Day 188, 7 July 1993. A
few additional landmarks have been shown.
Second pass, sub-
threshold storms discarded;
M; _ storms renumbered.
18518 0
1
5KM GAP LIMIT
Figure 2-3. LDAR storm identification numbers after the second pass of the
storm identification scheme. Identical to Fig. 2-2 except "false" storms 2
and 5 of Fig. 2-2 have been dropped and the remaining storms renumbered.
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first finding the LDAR cube that contained LDAR events located nearest to the LLP
data point, and then determining the LDARstorm identification number attributed
to that cube.
2.4 COMPOSITE DATA BASE
The data base used in this study is the set of hours when both LDAR cube files
and processed LLP files were available, and contained lightning events within the
analysis domain. This consisted of 33 hours during June and July, 1993. The
primary set of cases spanned the period from 22 June (day 173) to 21 July (day
201). A few additional hourly LDAR files were examined when no LLP events
occurred within the map domain, but results from these nave not been included in
the results reported below.
The composite data base contained 1,853,170 LDAR data points and 4179 LLP ground
strikes. The two-phase storm classification procedure described above identified
319 LDAR storms in this data set, of which 169 (43%) were affiliated with an LLP
event during one or more minutes of their existence.
2.4.1 DERIVED LDAR p_ERS. During the LDAR storm classification procedur_
and subsequent data processing a number of additional parameters were aerlv_
from the LDAR storm and LDAR cube data base information. These included:
(I) LDAR storm Events -- total number of LDAR data points within the LDAR
storm volume;
(2) LDAR storm Volume -- sum of the number of LDAR cubes (total km 3) contain-
ing LDAR events;
(3) LDAR storm Area -- sum of the number of LDAR columns which contained LDAR
events in some LDAR cube (essentially the LDAR storm cross-sectional
area in km2);
(4) LDAR volume Density -- number of LDAR data points per km 3, obtained
by dividing the number of LDAR Storm Events by the LDAR storm voltune;
(5) LDAR Area Density -- number of LDAR data points per km 2, obtained by
dividing the number of LDAR storm Events by the LDAR storm Area;
(6) LDAR centroid X, Y, z Positions -- weighted mean positions of the LDAR
cubes comprising the LDAR storm, weighted by the number of LDAR data
points within the cubes;
(7) LDAR storm Breadth XS and YS and Depth ZS-- standard deviations of the x,
y, and z positions of the LDAR cube positions comprising the storm;
(8) LDAR storm Z95 -- height below which 95% of the LDAR data points occur in
the storm;
(9) LDAR storm velocity components CX, CY -- speed of LDAR storm movement in
the east-west (positive when toward E) and north-south (positive when
toward N) directions, based upon a least-squares fit of all storm
centroid positions during the hour;
(i0) LDAR storm Duration -- number of minutes between first and last
appearance of the LDAR storm_f minutes d_ring which an LDAR Storm
(ii) LDAR storm Minutes -- n.umber
produced LDAR events (i.e., eliminating inactive minutes);
• these were obtained by identifying LDAR
(12) LDAR-Based Ground strlkes --
cubes below a threshold altitude, determined empirically, as described
in Section 3.3.
Figure 2-4 shows a map of LDAR storm tracks that occurred between 1500 and 1559
UTC on 29 June 1993. This map was produced after pass 1 of the storm
classification scheme, and storms 5, 7, and 9 are discarded during pass 2. LDAR
storm movement tends to be somewhat wobbly, but an overall movement toward the
east-southeast can be seen for storms 3 and 4. other storms had shorter
duration. The wobbly character of LDAR storm movement is due partly to quasi-
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horizontal lightning flashes into new sections of cloud, causing abrupt lateral
shifts in the LDAR storm centroid from one minute to the next.
Figure 2-5 shows time series of the x, y, and z centroid values as a function of
time for storm 4 of Fig. 2-4. Dotted lines depict values one standard deviation
above and below the mean, giving a measure of storm width in east-west and north-
south directions and storm depth, considerable growth is shown in all dimensions
prior to the period of most frequent ground strikes.
Figure 2-6 shows the time variations of three other LDAR-derived parameters in
relation to ground strikes: LDAR stormevents, LDAR stormvolume, and LDAR storm
area. These are again for storm 4 of Figs. 2-4 and 2-5.
Figure 2-7 shows the time variations of three additional LDAR-derived storm
parameters in relation to ground strikes for storm 4: LDARvolume density, LDAR
area density, and z95, the height below which 95% of the LDAR storm data points
occur. LDARvolume density and LDARarea density appear to correlate rather well
in this case with number of ground strikes per minute, with the peaks in ground
strike rate occurring about 4minutes after the peaks in volume and area density.
variations in Z95 are much more suppressed than the other parameters, and have
apparently been suppressed due to use of LDAR cubes i km in vertical dimension.
This appears to have been too coarse, and perhaps the LDAR bins should have had
vertical dimension of about 0.25 km.
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Figure 2-4. Map of LDAR storm tracks, from hour beginning 1500 UTC of day
180, 29 June 1993, after first pass of LDAR storm identification scheme.
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Figure 2-5. Time series of LDAR storm x, y, and z centroid positions, for
storm 4 of Fig. 2-4. Number of LLP ground strikes per minute also shown.
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Figure 2-6. Time series of three LDAR-derived storm parameters in relation to
LLP ground strikes: LDAR storm events, LDAR storm volume, LDA_ storm area.
For storm 4 of Figs. 2-4 and 2-5.
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Figure 2-7. Time series of three additional LDAR-derived storm parameters in
relation to LLP ground strikes: LDAR volume density, LDAR area density, and
LDAR storm Z95. See text for explanations. For storm 4 of Figs. 2-4 to 2-6.
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INTERCOMPARISON OF LDAR AND LLP DATA
3.1 LDAR LEAD TIME
Time ran out in the summer project before the author could conduct phase 3 of the
storm classification project. This would have intercompared hourly files and
renumbered storms consistently from one hourly file to the next. Because this
. . tudies of LDAR lead time used only a
nhase of the project was not comple_d-hoS_rlv files were used, from days_wh_
= _ L -= _ _tal data base. mt_"_.".-. $ =-_oe;_n of storms wl_n_n _,,
sUDSe_ o_ _L,= _ -. ..... _4-ed the Inl_la_ _,_,_v ..... _he veraqe leau
hese hours assurea_y u_,...... _ .... _ed during these nuu_ .... a _
domaln. Twen_X-_Y ........ " ina a storm anu _nu ..... __ _____ 11_
time between.the _IrstLD_..ad2t _ _fm_nutes. only 3 of. the 27 LD_ s_uz.,_, **-,
associated wlth the s_or_u w__ _ _;rst minute of thelr exls_euu •
had LLP ground strlkes aurln_ _*= _*
Data were actually computed using all hourly files, and considering all LDAR
storms in these files, some of the first LDAR storm minutes determined in this
manner will be from the first minute of the hour, though, and not really
represent newly formed storms, other first LDAR storm minutes will be from ex-
isting storms that moved into the domain. A qualitative inspection of the evo-
lution of selected storms suggested that ground strikes were more frequent during
. " itial minutes or the late stages.
the mature stages of storms than .in the in ..... le are expected to reveal a
-first minutes" in the _u_._'[2_,_i _ also be manifested in a
Thus, LDAR storm ......... d strikes Tn_ ...... "
higher percentage proauclng ML .... "
fictitiously lOW average lead time of 2.71 minutes, of the 169 LDAR storms In
the full sample, 19% of the ,,first" minutes had LLP ground strikes, but this
number is fictitiously high.
3.2 PERCENTAGE OF TIME LD_ STORMS PRODUCE GROUND STRIKES
LDAR-defined storms were compared to ground strikes identified by LLP. Fourty-
one percent of the storm-minutes were associated with LLP ground strikes, some
LDAR storms never were associated with LLP ground strikes.
3.3 LDAR DETECTION OF GROUND STRIKES considered as potential indicators
LDAR cubes centered at O_?_o 2, _ 3 km were -_- _- ehese cubes are athighest LDAR evenu_l^_;,_]v Table 3-1
of lightning grounQ st_ .... _ 5, 2 5, and 3.5 km, z_=_= ...... _"
altitudes slightly less than 0.5, i. - present in the sample using varlous
shows the number of LDAR-based column-minutes
height thresholds. A column-minute is defined as a minute when any LDARcube in
the column of 1 km z cross-sectional area contained LDAR data points at an alti-
tude below the threshold. Very few LDAR data points are detected below 0.5 km.
TABLE 3--1. NUMBER OF COLUMN MINUTES
WITH LDAR CUBES BELOW REFERENCE ALTITUDES
Altitude
LDAR col_mn Minute_
1.5 km 494
2.5 km 2840
3.5 km 7801
If it is assumed that a ground strike only occurs once in an LDAR column per
minute, the numbers in Table 3-1 represent the number of LDAR-deduced ground
strikes using the LDAR cube data base. To match the number of ground strikes
detected using the LLP system when LDAR data was available, 3190, the best
threshold altitude for LDAR data is determined by interpolation to be 2.62 km.
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LLP ground strikes and LDAR-estimated ground strikes, using a threshold of 2.5
km for LDAR columns, were also intercompared on an LDAR storm basis. Both LLP
and LDA/_ systems showed ground strikes associated with the storms during 798
minutes. Both LLP and LDAR systems showed that ground strikes were absent from
storms during 1174 minutes. There were 309 storm-minutes when the LLP system
indicated ground strikes were present and LDAR did not. There were 318 storm-
minutes when LDAR indicated ground strikes were present and LLP did not.
Case studies (and past studies of LDAR detection efficiency) suggest that the
efficiency of detection of near-ground strikes may decrease with increasing
distance from the LDAR central site. Thus, it would probably be most accurate
to determine a threshold altitude that was a function of distance from the LDAR
central site.
3.4 LOCATION OF GROUND STRIKES RELATIVE TO LDAR STORMS
Positions of ground strikes detected by LLP and LDARsystems were composited with
respect to the LDARstorm centers. This was done in three ways. one compositing
method counted the number of ground strikes in one-kilometer distance increments
with respect to the LDAR storm center- The mean distance to the LDAR storm edge
was computed along a radial from the LDAR storm centroid through the ground
strike location. The drawback to this method is that individual storm widths
varied greatly, making it difficult to determine the percentage of ground strikes
which occurred within the LDAR storm boundary. Ground strikes were also com-
posited by distance east/west and north/south of the LDAR storm center.
A second, -fractional" compositing method involved computing the distance to the
ground strike location and the distance to the LDAR storm edge along the radial
between the LDAR storm center and the ground strike location. The ground strike
locations inside the LDARstormboundary were composited by fractional distance
to the storm edge, in categories 0 to 10. category 0 included ground strikes
from the LDAR storm center outward to a distance less than 5% of the way to the
storm edge. category 10 included ground strikes at a distance 95% of the
distance to the storm edge outward to 5% beyond the storm edge (or to just less
than 0.5 km beyond storm edge, whichever was greater), category 5, for example,
included ground strikes from 45% to just less than 55% of the distance to the
storm edge. Ground strikes were also composited by fractional distance east/west
and north/south of LDARstormcenter. When ground strikes were outside the LDAR
storm edge in this second method, they were composited in one-kilometer in-
crements as in method 1. Category 11 included ground strikes 0.5 to just less
than 1.5 km beyond LDAR storm edge and category 20 representing ground strikes
9.5 km or more LDAR beyond storm edge.
A third compositing method was used with moving LDAR storms. Here it was
anticipated that there might be a preference for ground strikes in the quadrant
toward which the LDARstormwas moving, for example. Thus, the third compositing
method used a storm-relative frame of reference: forward/rear and left/right
with respect to storm movement. Left and right orientations are determined by
looking from behind the LDAR storm toward the direction it is moving. Ground
strikes were then composited by distances and by fractional positions
forward/rear and left/right of the LDAR storm center with respect to the storm
movement vector.
Figure 3-1 shows the locations of ground strikes relative to the LDAR storm
during the same minute period. This diplay is based upon the second compositing
method above; i.e., by fractional distance to the LDAR storm edge, which is
located at category position 10 along the x axis. Figure 3-1a depicts ground
strikes detected using the LLP system; Figure 3-1b depicts LDAR ground strikes
in terms of LDAR columns below 2.5 km. Eighty-five percent of the LLP ground
strikes occur within the boundaries of the LDAR storm, and 98% occur either
inside or within 2km beyond the edge of the LDAR storm. By definition, 100% of
the LDAR-deduced ground strikes occur within the boundaries of the LDAR storm.
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Figure 3-1. Locations of ground strikes relative to LDAR storm center, by
fractional distance to edge of LDAR storm, which is at position i0.
a. (Top) LLP ground strikes. -
b. (Bottom) LDAR-derivea grouna strikes, using LDAR data cubes below 2.5 km.
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care must be taken in interpreting Fig. 3-1. The fractional categories represent
ring-shaped areas concentric about the LDAR storm center. The area within the
ring increases with distance from the LDAR storm center- Thus, the area repre-
sented by small-numbered fractional categories near the LDAR storm center is
small, and a small percentage of the events would be expected to occur there.
For this reason, also shown on Fig. 3-1 are dots. The dots represent the per-
centage of ground strikes expected in the fractional categories if ground strikes
were distributed in equal concentration (number per unit area) within the LDAR
storm boundaries. Graphed percentages above the dots, then, indicate observed
ground strike concentrations greater than average. Graphed percentages below the
dots indicate observed ground strike concentrations less than average. It can
be seen that the inner half of the composite LDARstormcontained greater ground
strike concentrations than the outer portion.
• s of around strikes relative to the LDAR storm
Figure 3-2 shows the location broken down into east/west, and north/south
during the same m_nuteperloa_ ..... expected percentages af grouna, s_rl_es
n_,'tions A azn, the aou_ _=_t_nt ._, ,_nrm The qrouna s_rlKes _=
_--_ _--_--g ..... uniform insiae _n_ _ .... L-_':" ---- _ with areater
• distrlbutea evenxy uL, = ...... d .
__ons than average in the inner half of the composlte storm
Figure 3-3 shows the locations of ground strikes relative to the LDAR storm
during the same minute period, but composited by distance from the LDAR storm
center (using compositing method i). Here the tendency for ground strikes near
the LDAR storm center shows up very strongly.
3.5 SUBSEQUENT GROUND STRIKES RELATIVE TO CURRENT LDAR STORM
Weather forecasters must issue lightning advisories when ground strikes are
expected within 5 nautical miles (9.25 km) of a warning site. Because they need
to issue the advisories in advance of the first ground strike, it is desirable
to examine the relationship of future ground strikes to the current LDAR
position, such intercomparisons have been done with time "lags" of 1, 3, 5, 10,
15, and 20 minutes.
In performing these compositings, it was anticipated that the results might be
different for quasi-stationary storms and moving storms. It was also recognized
that in the case of moving storms a storm-relative frame of reference would
probably be most appropriate. In the latter approach, compositing method 3 of
section 3.4, the movement of the LDAR storm was considered, so that the ground
strike was composited with respect to the LDAR storm displaced to its future
location at the time of the ground strike. The LDAR storm was presumed to remain
the same size and shape during the period. In actuality, the LDARStOrm-relative
the ground strikes was obtained by displacing the ground strike
position of vector - C dt , where c is the movement vector of the LDAR storm and
points by a
dt is the "time lag" (ground strike time minus current LDARstormdisplay time).
Table 3-2 shows the results of the time-dependent compositings for LLP ground
strikes with respect to LDARStOrmS- For reference to the above discussion, time
0 is shown, representing intercomparison oI grouna strikes to LDARStOrmwithin
the same minute. The columns affiliated with "All storms" represent an inter-
comparison of all storms, and the storms are presumed to remain at their current
positions in their current shapes and sizes. In the columns affiliated with
-Quasi-stationary" storms, only storms whose speed could be computed and with
speed of movement components less than 2.5 kts (4.6 km/h) in both the east/west
and north/south directions have been composited. As in the case of "All storms",
compositing has been done with respect to the current position of the LDARstorm-
There were 435 storm-minutes of this type at time 0, decreasing to 324 by time
= 20 minutes (an artifact of only using hourly files). In the columns affiliated
with "Moving" storms, only LDAR storms having speed of movement greater than 2.5
kts (4.6 km/h) and less than 49 kts (90.7 km/h) were composited. The setting of
an upper limit discarded a few storms where the computed LDAR storm velocity was
V
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Figure 3-2. Locations of ground strikes relative to LDAR storm center, by
fractional positions east/west and north/south. Edge of LDAR storm is at
position i0. a. (Top) LLP ground strikes, b. (Bottom) LDAR-derived ground
strikes, using LDAR data cubes below 2.5 km.
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Figure 3-3. Locations of ground strikes relative to LDAR storm center, by
distance east/west and north south, a. (Top) LLP ground strikes.
b. (Bottom) LDAR-derived ground strikes, using LDAR data cubes below 2.5 km.
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m_vina LDAR storm-min_t-e_Dat time 0, de-
probably spurious. There were 2483 ...... :s in an _w___storm-relative
creasing to 1553 by time = 20 minutes- compositlng z
frame of reference for -Moving" storms.
there is about a 1% increase in percentages
• . s. ThiS is because a few storms
• _ _ • and movlng storm ....... i be determinea- TheseThe values in Table 3-2 indicate that
for quasl-_t_t_on_ry__ .._ tormvelocl_Y .... d
at time 0
have been discarded for wnlcn nu ..... s of dubious validity-
tended to be short-lived storms, probably
TABLE 3--2. COMPOSITING OF FUTURE GROUND STRIKES
WZTH RESPECT TO THE CURRENT LDAR STORM BOUNDARIES,
BY CATEGORIES OF STORM MOVEMENT, IN PERCENT
MovING
QUASI-STAT-
ALL STORMS in <1 <2
in <i <2 in <I <2
0 85 97 98 86 98 99 86 97 99
i 75 86 90 80 89 93 77 87 90
3 71 84 88 79 88 93 74 84 89
5 64 77 84 71 81 86 67 79 84
i0 44 59 67 51 65 68 50 61 67
15 31 42 50 41 54 63 36 47 53
20 20 29 35 30 41 50 26 36 39
Notes: -in" means inside LDAR storm b°undaries
<i means within 1 km beyond LDAR storm edge
<2 means within 2 km beyond LDAR storm edge
The values in Table 3-2 seem to indicate the merit of using compiling according
to LDAR storm movement- percentages under ,,All storms" are with respect to the
initial position of the LDAR storm while, in reality, more than 75% of the stormsthe percen age of future gr und strike
oving, partly for this reason, position decreases to 20% by 20 minutes-
were m .- _ _-_rent LDAR storm
falling ins_ae _**= _-- quasi-stationary, the percentage is 30% at 20 minutesstrikes within k beyond
For storms that truly were e ercentage of ground
a 10% ,,improvement" and is 50% versus 35% for ground
' LDAR storm-relat_
LDAR storm edge. increases of up to 6% are seen in th p_ "ve frame of
strikes inside the LDAR storm due to use of the
reference with moving storms- The increase is smaller for ground strikes within
2 km beyond storm edge-
one way to summarize Table 3-2 is to note that more than half of the ground
strikes occur outside the boundaries of the current LDAR storm after i0 minutes-
Half of the ground strikes occur more than 2 km beyond the boundaries of the
current LDAR storm after 20 minutes for quasi-stationary stormS, and after 15
..... moving storms- _ --_und strikes oc-
minutes _u_ ...... e in percentage o_ 9_---s and their
._ • the incr_= _+ thunaers_u_*LL
_ nrobable ex_lanat_- °f .... with time is uu=___ short time scales[
.... _ ____A_ the LDPn_ =_ .... --olve on ratn_ "_ _me and tna_
currlng ouu_ • atterns =v __A _o arow wl_n _ _'_ _ _-9
• .. .-- -_ound strlke . P ..... +t_rns t_ _ _ "_-_s o_ Taux_ _ y"
l_gn_nmn_--_ and their llg_tnlng f21to_ed into the comp°s!_so due to the
Tnunaer_u_t been anticipated.or 2fA2^s of Table 3-2 ar_
arowth nan *_ ..... i- _round SLLx_= . _= _= existing suu_ ....
some of the /t  y ji% =sqlongthe flanks o_ ....
development ox u=-
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The data base can be used to determine if future ground strikes occur preferenti-
ally on one flank of the the LDAR storm. Figure 3-4 shows the composite loca-
tions of ground strikes after I0 minutes, with respect to quasi-stationary storms
(Fig. 3-4a) and with respect to moving storms in a storm-relative frame of refer-
ence (Fig. 3-4b). There is a slight preference for future ground strikes on the
south and east flanks of the current quasi-stationary LDAR storms. There is a
slight preference for future ground strikes on the rear flank of moving LDAR
storms. In the mean the rear flank was the west-southwest flank in this study,
though there was much variation in direction of storm movement.
3.6 PROBABILITY OF GROUND STRIKES MORE THAN 5 NAUTICAL MILES BEYOND LDAR STORM
EDGE
weather forecasters must issue lightning advisories when lightning is anticipated
within 5 nautical miles (9.25 km) of a warning area. Table 3-3 shows the
frequency of LLP ground strikes that occur more than 5 n.mi. beyond the edge of
the LDAR storm boundary. In the case of moving storms at future times, the
position is relative to the projected position of the current LDAR storm
boundaries. Probabilities for "All storms" and -Quasi-stationary" storms are
with respect to the current positions of the LDAR storm boundaries.
TABLE 3-3. PROBABILITY OF GROUND STRIKES
MORE THAN 5 N.MI. BEYOND EDGE OF LDAR STORM
TI____ ALL STORMS QUASI-STAT. MOVING
0 0.5% 0.0% 0.4%
1 3.0 2.5 2.7
3 2.6 2.3 2.5
5 3.4 4.0 3.7
i0 7.5 8.5 7.3
15 14.8 7.9 15.5
20 30.0 16.1 30.8
The probabilities shown in Table 3-3 are not point probabilities, but apply to
large areas. A conservative estimate of the probability that a particular area
of size 1 km 2 will be struck can be obtained from the values in Table 3-3 by
dividing by 61.3. This factor has been derived by using a mean LDAR storm edge
position 7.64 km from the LDAR storm center, and very conservatively assuming
that all ground strikes occurred between 9.25 and 10.25 km beyond LDAR storm
edge. Thus, the probability of a particular square kilometer area being hit when
beyond 5 n.mi. from the LDAR storm edge is less than 0.008% during the current
minute and not more than 0.5% after 20 minutes. Depending upon what risk is
acceptable, forecasters can probably make effective use of the current LDARstorm
boundary (and not need to add an extra margin beyond it) in issuing advisories
for lightning within a 5 n.mi. radius of warning sites.
3.7 CESSATION OF LDAR ACTIVITY AND END OF GROUND STRIKE THREAT
Weather forecasters must issue statements indicating that the threat of ground
strikes has ceased, one potential tool in this task is the disappearance of the
LDARstorm. However, some LDARstorms are intermittent--especially in their late
stages--and may reappear after being inactive for a few minutes. Do these storms
still pose a ground strike threat? Table 3-4 indicates the probability of an
LDARStormstill yielding a ground strike after being inactive (producing no LDAR
events) for the indicated number of minutes.
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Figure 3-4. Locations of ground strikes i0 minutes later, relative to current
LDAR storm center, by fractional positions east/west and north/south.
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TABLE 3 • 4 PROBABILITY OF AN LDAR STORM THAT HAS BEEN INACTIVE
YIELDING A FUTURE GROUND STRIKE,
AS A FUNCTION OF THE PERIOD OF INACTIVITY
INACTIVE PERIOD PROBABILITY
1 min 46%
> 1 22
> 2 13
>3 7
>4 5
>5 3
>6 2
>7 1
>8 0.5
3.8 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STORMS THAT PRODUCE GROUND STRIKES AND THOSE THAT
NEVER PRODUCE GROUND STRIKES
LDAR storms that never produced ground strikes had short duration. Eighty-nine
percent had duration of 5 minutes or less. only 27% of the LDAR storms which
produced LLP ground strikes had durations that brief. Many (55%) of the LDAR
storms which never produced ground strikes were 1-minute events representing odd
discharge patterns into areas not previously affected. This caused an apprec-
iable (> 6 km), momentary shift in storm centroid and caused the objective storm
classification scheme to trigger a new storm identification number. During the
next minute, when the odd discharge was no longer present, the LDAR storm
centroid returned to near its previous location, and the previous storm identifi-
cation number was resumed.
only 10% of the LDAR storms having I or 2-minute duration were associated with
LLP ground strikes, only 6% of the LDAR storms having 1 or 2-minute duration
were associated with LLP ground strikes if they contained less than 100 LDAR
events per minute. From a weather forecasting perspective, the implication is
that sudden large bursts of low-density LDAR activity that extend beyond the
previous LDAR storm boundary do not normally pose a ground strike threat.
The maximum number of LDAR events is less in LDAR storms that never produce an
LLP ground strike, sixty-two percent of such storms never contained more than
50 LDAR events per minute, only 11% of the LDAR storms associated at some time
with LLP ground strikes peaked at such a low LDAR data rate. By contrast, 81%
of the LDAR storms associated with LLP ground strikes contained more than 150
LDAR events perminute at some point during their existence.
3.9 LDAR STORM DIFFERENCES DURING MINUTES WITH AND WITHOUT GROUND STRIKES
It was indicated previously that only 41% of the LDAR storm minutes are
associated with LLP ground strikes. Is the LDAR storm character different during
minutes with LLP ground strikes? For brevity of wording, LDAR storm minutes
associated with LLP ground strikes will be referred to below as "LLP minutes";
those without ground strikes will be referred to as -non-LLP minutes".
LLP minutes had many more LDARevents per storm. The median values were 500 for
LLP minutes and 165 for non-LLP minutes. Of course, some of these LDAR events
could be produced by the ground strike itself.
LLP minutes had a much bigger LDAR storm volume. The median values were 200 km 3
for LLP minutes and 50 km _ for non-LLP minutes. Again, some of this difference
could be due to an expansion of LDAR storm volume due to the ground strike
extending the storm volume downward to the surface. However, this hypothesis is
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not fully supported by LDAR storm height data. There was little difference in
the median heights of the LDAR storm centroid during LLP and non-LLP minutes.
Likewise, there was little difference in the median z95 heights, suggesting that
LDAR storm top was not significantly different (at least with the vertical res-
olution used in this study). LLP minutes, however, did have larger storm depth,
as measured by standard deviation of z. using twice the standard deviation,
median values were 4.15 versus 2.75 km for LLP and non-LLP minutes, respectively-
some downward extension of the LDAR storm may be revealed here.
LLP minutes had larger LDAR stor__ cross-sectional area. The median values were
80 km z for LLP minutes and 36 km z for non-LLP minutes.
Despite having larger LDAR storm volume and cross-sectional areas, LLP-minutes
also had larger LDAR volume densities and LDAR area densities than non-LLP
minutes. Median values for LDAR volume density were 3.1 and 2.2 LDAR events per
• alues for LDAR area density were 6.6 and 3.7 LDAR
km 3, respectively- s _ii_i;
events per km , re p
3.10 LDAR--BASED PARAMETERS IN RELATION TO VARIATIONS IN GROUND STRIKE RATE
Because section 3.9 showed many differences between LDAR storm characteristics
during minutes with and without LLP ground strikes, and because some storms (such
as in Fig. 2-7) revealed that LDAR-derived parameters were correlated to number
of LLP ground strikes, the correlation between LDAR-derived storm parameters and
ground strike rate was examined in more detail. Temporal variations of eight
LDAR-derived parameters were examined in relation to temporal variations in
numbers of LLP ground strikes associated with the LDARstorms. LDARstorms were
" udies if they were associated with LLP
only included in these correlatlon st ..... _,_e thoR- "red storm
ground strikes at some time during their existence- Tn_ =_ ........ derl
parameters examined were : (i) NLDAR, number of LDAR data points within the LDAR
storm volume; (2) VOL, LDAR storm volume; (3) AREA, LDAR storm area; (4) VOLDENS,
LDAR volume density; (5) AREADENS, LDAR area density; (6) ZMEAN, LDAR storm
centroid height; (7) ZSD, standard deviation of height of LDAR cubes within the
LDAR storm volume, a measure of LDAR storm depth; (8) Z95, the height below which
95% of the LDAR data occurs within the LDAR storm.
Table 3-5 shows correlations between number of LLP ground strikes per minute
associated with the LDAR storm and LDAR storm parameter values. The correlations
are tabulated for simultaneous relationships (time lag 0), and for LLP ground
strikes which lag the LDAR storm parameter values by the indicated numbers of
minutes. The five LDAR-derived parameters with highest correlations are listed
for each time lag, in order of decreasing correlation.
In the correlation studies, ZSD, a measure of LDAR storm depth, had the highest
correlation for 9 of the ii lag times. LDAR storm volume had the highest
correlation for the other two lag times, 1 and 5 minutes. The number of LDKR
data points within the LDARstormhad the third best correlation overall, having
the second highest correlation for 3 lag times. Mean LDAR storm height ranked
second for 2 lag times, z95 and LDAR storm area each had third highest
correlation for some lag time. Despite impressive relationships for some storms,
LDAR volume and area densities never ranked better than sixth for any lag time
when all LDAR storms that produced LLP ground strikes were considered.
unfortunately, the correlations in Table 3-5 were highest for time lag of zerofor lag time
and generally decreased with increasing lag time. The exception was Probably the
th ..... _A T_D storm characteristics by the groundof two minutes, when e correlation was higher than t i m nute.
contribution of LDAR data polnts co _**_ ....
strike itself is causing the highest correlation for lag time of zero.
It must also be noted that even the highest correlation by an individual LDAR
is 0.592. This means that variations in LDAR storm depth from
storm parameter would explain only 35% of the variations in number of LLP ground
minute to minute
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TABLE 3-5. CORRELATION BETWEEN LDAR-DERIVED STORM PARAMETERS
AND LLP GROUND STRIKE RATE, AS A FUNCTION OF LAG TIME
BETWEEN LDAR PARAMETER AND LLP GROUND STRIKE
LAG RANK 1 RANK 2 RANK 3 RANK 4 RANK 5
0 ZSD VOL AREA NLDAR ZMEAN
0.592 0.579 0.542 0.521 0.495
1 VOL ZSD NLDAR AREA ZMEAN
0.492 0.492 0.457 0.441 0.422
2 ZSD VOL NLDAR AREA ZMEAN
0.497 0.486 0.460 0.441 0.439
3 ZSD VOL NLDAR ZMEAN AREA
0.478 0.466 0.446 0.433 0.424
4 ZSD VOL ZMEAN NLDAR AREA
0.450 0.433 0.415 0.414 0.396
5 VOL ZSD NLDAR ZMEAN AREA
0.433 0.429 0.422 0.402 0.392
6 ZSD NLDAR VOL ZMEAN Z95
0.396 0.384 0.383 0.377 0.359
7 ZSD ZMEAN Z95 VOL NLDAR
0.376 0.361 0.345 0.344 0.344
8 ZSD NLDAR VOL ZMEAN Z95
0.355 0.348 0.347 0.340 0.325
9 ZSD NLDAR VOL ZMEAN Z95
0.337 0.323 0.321 0.315 0.303
i0 ZSD ZMEAN Z95 NLDAR VOL
0.300 0.291 0.278 0.265 0.259
NOTE: LAG is LLP ground strike time minus LDAR storm
parameter time, in minutes
strikes per minute using a regression approach. However, experience with
multiple linear regression shows that this would be a good start if additional
LDAR storm parameters were not highly intercorrelated. If the temporal varia-
tions of other LDAR storm parameters were poorly correlated to ZSD variations,
then they would make additional contributions in a multiple regression equation
aimed at explaining the variations in number of LLP ground strikes per minute
from LDAR storms. Time has not permitted further pursuit of this topic.
/
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
• as been to begin a process that may help
The ultimate goal of thls study h ........ tim v lightning advlsorles-
operational weather forecasters glve Det_er anQ,,v_= __el _
LDAR seems to provide information that can be useful to the forecasters-
In section I, five questions were posed that operational weather forecasters
might ask regarding use of the LDAR data. The answers to those questions are
reviewed here.
what is the lead time between the first detection of LDAR events and ground
strikes? The average lead time is 5.26 minutes, only 11% of the LDAR storms
produced LLP ground strikes during the first minute of their existence (section
3.z).
Are there preferred locations of occurrence of ground strikes relative to the
pattern of discharges detected by LDAR? Eighty-five percent of the LLP ground
strikes occur within the boundaries of the LDAR-defined storm, and 98% occur
either within the LDAR storm boundaries or within 2 km beyond them. The highest
concentration of ground strikes occurs near the center of the LDARstorm (section
3.4).
Can future positions of ground strikes be anticipated through knowledge of the
current LDARevent pattern? The percentage of ground strikes falling within the
boundaries of the current LDAR storms decreases with time. Half of the ground
strikes occur more than 2 km beyond the boundaries of the current LDAR storm (in
the case of quasi-stationary storms) or the projected position of the current
LDAR storm (in the case of moving storms) after 15 minutes for moving storms and
after 20 minutes for quasi-stationary storms. There was some preference for
future ground strikes to occur on the south and east flanks of quasi-stationary
storms and on the rear (west-southwest) flank of moving storms in this study
(Sections 3.5, 3.6).
Are there signatures in the LDAR data that can be used to determine when the
threat of ground strikes has ended? In latter stages of LDAR storms, they often
become intermittent, often disappearing for several minutes on the LDARdisplay-
only 5% of LDAR storms have future ground strike if they have disappeared for
more than 4 minutes; only 0.5% if they have disappeared for more than 8 minutes
(Section 3.7). other signatures probably exist, but have not been quantified.
Are there signatures in the LDAR data that reveal which storms produce ground
strikes and which do not? sudden large bursts of low-density LDAR activity that
extend beyond the previous LDAR storm boundary do not normally pose a ground
strike threat. There are a number of LDAR-derived parameters that show
significant differences, on average, between storms that produce ground strikes
and those that do not (Sections 3.8-3.10). Further research is needed before
these parameters can be used reliably.
• of
a "-_- _hen the LDAR data Is usea inLDAR shows great promise as tool for better understanding the dynamlcs
thunderstorm electrificati°n processes, especlax_y w
conjunction with Doppler radar, surface mesonet, and wind profiler network data
that can reveal the location of convergence zones. These convergence zones, when
related to the flanks of LDAR- and radar-defined st orms_ I can suggest the
preferred flanks upon which new thunderstorm cell growth wxx_ be preferred and
where future ground strikes may be concentrated, intercomparison of field mill
data should also prove informative. Expert system and neural network studies of
lightning prediction may be ways to assimilate the various types of information.
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